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~1OHTHLY PROGRESS HE~'lORl\.NDUH 
(Covering March 16 to April 9, 1965) 
I. P.DNINISTR.~TIVE 
Technical Observers, representing all of the Participating 
Parties, have been invited to visit the Research Center durina 
the week of April 12, 1965. This Progress ~~eMora!1durn "las nre­
pared one week early in order to assist the~. In the future, 
it is hoped that Technical Ac.visory Com.1'Tlittee meetings, and 
consequently Technical Observers visits, ~ill be ti~ed such that 
the Progress T'!eMorano.a can be issuee on t~.e regular date. 
Two Socony r!lobil Retort Engineers, J. G. i~itchell and J. H. 
Hadded will report about April 12 for a three ~onth assignment. 
II. MINING 
A. Oil Shale Production ~lfininq 
Rehabilitation of the Anvil Points mine to provide about 15,000 
tons of oil shale for the re~ainder of Stage I is no~~ about 80 
oercent cOMplete. The mining plan was approved by the Contracting 
Officer for the Secretary of Interior on fTarch 26, 1965. A. dia­
gram of the mine shm,ling the location of rounc'.s to be blasted, 
the new pO~1er cable and the ne\'l underground transfor!"1.er substation 
is shown in ~igure 1. 
The first round was blasted on April 1 and broke out cleanly. 
This round had been drilled by the Bureau of !.ines prior to shut­
dm.,n in 1956. The second round is scheculec to be blasted 
April 21, after rehabilitation is complete. 
E. Joy Rotary Percussion Drilling Deroonstration 
During the latter oart of March a series of drilling tests ~as 
carried out in the mine. The tests were carried cut by the 
Joy Manufacturing Company and were observed by representatives 
from Socony Mobil, Continental Oil, Joy rJanufacturina, and Climax 
Molybdenum Companies. The Joy Rotary-Percussion Drill ~..,as used 
throughout the tests. The drill was mounted on a "demonstration iI 
rig. This rig (having been designed to comoly to hiqh~lay rather 
than underground mining specifications) was very limited in its 
provisions for varying and recording the several variables that 
are associated ,,·d th rotary-nercussion drilling. F"urthermore, 
the rig appeared tc be in poor repair '·.Then i t ~r7as introduced into 
the mine. In vie\-! of the above, the infoI'IT'.ation that "las obtained 
during the test period is not as accurate or as detailed as 
originally planned. However, certain relationships ~ere indi­
cated, particularly during the last three days of the testing 
' 
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period when the rig seemed to operate free of most of the dif­
ficulties that ,..rere present during the first t"10 weeks of the 
testing period. 
Average drilling rates of hiqher order than previously accepted, 
and possibily as high as 8-10 ft/min, were i~dicated by these 
tests. The drilling rate is affected by the oil content of the 
shale, the higher rates associated with the higher oil content. 
The drilling rates at right angles or at 45° to the bedding 
plane of the oil shale appear to be lower than those obtained 
when drilling parallel to the beeding plane. Drilling dry is 
essentially as fast as drilling '''et. The rate of drilling 2" 
diameter holes t-Ias higher than the rate of drilling 1 5/8 11 holes. 
The rotary-percussion drill utilizes air pressure at 100 osi to 
create the percussive effort and to provide the feed to the 
drill. The amount of air required is about 350 cfm. The rota­
tional effort is provided by a hydraulic motor which is acti­
vated by a 20-hp hydraulic pump. The water consumption of the 
drill was estimated at about 1.3 gal/ll ft hole, or 1.12 gal/ft 
of hole. The average life of bits was estimated at about 3000 
ft, (including nine resharpenings per bit). The cost of the 
bits tested was $14.00 each, when bought in quantity. Over 
2300 feet of hole were drilled during the tests, and the rig 
operators claimed that considerably more footage was arilled in 
another oil shale property prior to these tests. The same steel 
rod was used throughout both these testing periods. This indi­
cates that the life of the steel rods may be expected to be 
over 5000 feet. 
In drilling a 20' x 60' (partial) round, over 50 percent of the 
time was spent in actual drillina, about 10 percent of the time 
was spent in retracting the steei froM the hole, about 33 
percent of the time was spent in moving the bOOM from one hole 
to the next and collarinq the holes, and about 5 percent of the 
time was spent in delay~. On the basis of the above, it is 
estimated that one man operating one rig t,.rhich incorporates tt~'O 
rotary-percussion drills and operates at about 80 percent effici­
ency might be expected to drill a full round (39' x 60') in 
about three hours. 
A Technical r~emorandum will be issued covering the results of 
the Joy test in more detail. 
At this point it is recommended additional drilling tests be 
run with a plain rotary drill. If the plain rotary does not 
prove as good as the rotary-percussion drill, then additional 
tests with the rotary-percussion machine should be undertaken. 
III. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (rr. S. Bergen) 
Emphasis on Retort No. 1 has centered on revisions necessary to 
improve carbon balances. Redesign and reconstruction of Retort 
No. 2 is also progressing with a projecteo completion date of 




Principal revisions and additions to ~etort No. 1 include a new 
gas sampling system, installation of a time printer for the 
Richardson batch dumpin0 syste~, incor~oration of a diaital volt­
meter to set the rate of shale feed, fabrication and installation 
of the air cooled condenser in the product recovery train, design 
and installation of a purge gas treating syste~ to provide a 
gas blanket at the top of the retort, and installation of the 
product tank mixer. 
Retort No.2 
The new superstructure for the top of the retort Nas installed 
and bricked. Design of the change in the spent shale conveyor 
to accommodate a double star feeder, t~e water decanter, the 
air/gas distributor, liquid piping changes, and a purge gas 
treating system ""ere completed. 
Tests of the air/gas distributor designed to the criteria re­
ported in last month's report indicate that air penetration 
figures must be used on the conservative side of predictec 
ranges. A new configuration for the Retort No. L distributor 
was designed. One distributor will be usee for the 1/4 to 3/4­
inch and 3/4 to 1 1/2-inch shale and a different arrangement 
for 1/4 to 3 and 1 1/2 to 3-inch shale. 
Discussion 
Retort No.1 
Shale rate is now being established using a digital voltmeter. 
The Taylor rate controller is an electronically actuated unit. 
The 0 - 10,000 pound/hour rate range is measured over a four 
inch scale and therefore an exact shale rate can not be set with 
preC1S1.0n. A digital voltmeter \..;ras purchased and installed ~/fhich 
measures the set point voltage to the nearest .O~Cl volts. On 
this scale, set points may be established to the nearest pound 
per hour. Subsequent tests showed the Syntron system to be 
controlling shale rates to ± 1% for any set point for extended 
time intervals. Repeatability is also in the ± 1% range. This 
is within stated guarantees. 
A Simplex time recorder was purchased an~ installed. This unit 
prints the time of each dump of the ~ichardson system. Further 
wiring changes are being incorporated to actuate this unit 
through a completely isolated circuit. 
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A Lightnin' mixer for liquid product tank T-3 was nurchase~ and 
installed. This mixer operates at lm~ sneed and has a dual 
bladed stirrer. 
In a continuing effort to contain the dust of the spent shale, 
a cover ''las installed on the underside of the spent shale 
conveyor. 'P. dust catch basin ,,,,as also installed near the head 
pulley to accumulate cust at thp beqinning of the belt return. 
During the last operating period, spent shale dust accumulation 
was measured at various places. These data -C;'lill be reoorte~ in 
next month's Memorandum. - ­
Smoldering of shale has occurred in the spent shale bin. A 
ni trogen purge system ,~ras installed to bla,nket the lO~'7er sectiC'n 
of this bin. 
A magnetic head pulley for conveyor "A" ~'Jas installed. This "rill 
eliminate tramp iron from the rat'l shale feed system. 
A new air cooled condenser ~las fabricated ane, installed. This 
unit was tested in Runs 547, 549, 550, and 551. The electrostatic 
precipitator is not used when the condenser is in operation. Run 
547 duplicates ~uns 544, 545, and 546 in operating conditions 
when the electrostatic precipitator was in service. Total product 
recovery was not affected by the changeover from the electrostatic 
precipitator to the air cooled condenser. Additional comparative 
runs are needed, however, to firm this conclusion and evaluate 
product and gas properties. Runs 549, 550, an~ 551 were tests of 
mist recovery system changes. This "'ill be evaluated in next 
month's memorandum. 
Inspection of the electrostatic precipitator during the ~1arch 19 
shutdown showed no serious deposit buildup on the tube walls. 
The retort shell was inspected on the r~arch 19 shutdm.m and showed 
no further warping. 
The "later decanter discharge line diameter \'1as increased to 
accommodate surges due to pumping the electrostatic precipitator 
hourly into this vessel. 
In an effort to improve carbon balance data, an intensive Clevelop­
ment program centered around air intake at the top of the retort 
and samplin<:r procedures. Air \<IlaS being drat·Jn into the retort due 
to operating the top retort pressure slightly negative. Air 
velocities in the shale intake and aporoximate air drawin rates 
were developed at different negative pressures. These rates are 
affected by the top star feeder seal effectiveness at any time. 
Based on these data, a purge gas system was desiqned. This 
system provides sufficient gas to displace the air being drat·m 
into the system. Approximately 10 SCFM is needed for this pur­
pose. To minimize Fater condensation in the exposed shale feed 
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leg, a "'later cooled purge gas condenser was designed and in­
stalled to cool gas to 70 0 F. Since this gas is the same as the 
sampled gas for analytical, this larger volume also provides a 
better means of evaluating condensables which might go undetected 
in small gas samples. An isokinetic sample port for 10 SCFM ,-·ras 
designed and installed in the total gas piping. Gas flo\o1 at 
this point is constant and unaffected by process variations of 
shale rate or recycle rate. Gas from the isokinetic port is 
cooled to 70 0 F, passes through two glass wool mist eliMinators, 
is reheated to above 100 0 F, and metered to the purge inlet in 
the shale feed leg. A side stream for Analytical is obtained 
just ahead of the purge gas rotameter. Oil and \l7ater condensed 
or separated in this system is collected in bl0 accumulators. 
This system appears to be effective in treating purge aas, in 
providing adequate volumes of gas to aenerate amnle "'ater and 
light hydrocarbon condensate to evaluate the vent gas stream, 
and in providing a proper sample for analytical ~urposes. This 
system will be incorporated in Retort !io. 2. 
Retort No. 1 will be thoroughly overhauled on the shutdown 
scheduled for April 6, 7, 8, and 9. All systems ,,.,ill be put 
into the best condition possible to permit sustained and reliable 
test runs. 
Retort No.2 
Completion of design and construction of Retort No. 2 has been 
delayed to accommodate the carbon balance program and additional 
changes to the retort. Completion of construction is now slated 
for April 23 with testing and calibration comoleted by April 30. 
The spent shale \-leigh bin and scale addition ",as approved. Soeci­
fications for a scale were developed and a scale ordered. The 
bin will require new foundations and reorientation. At high 
mass rates (700 lbs/(hr) (ft2) the bin and scale are sized for a 
three hour capacity. 
Results of testing the three pipe distributor system by the 
mechanical models group wer~ incorporated in a redesign of the 
air/gas distributor for Retort No.2. This test data is re­
viewed in the mechanical models group report. The basis for 
the Retort No. 2 distributor is described in the attached letter, 
(WSB to ~HC dated April I, 1965). Essentially the distributors 
for 1/4 to 3/4 and 3/4 to 1 1/1-inch shale will be 3-inch pipes 
with 9.4 inch face to face clearances. The distributors for 
1/4 to 3 and 1 1/2 to 3-inch shale "lill be 3-inch pir;>e ,-lith 22.5 
inch face to face clearances. Discharge port spacing on the 
distributor for the smaller shale sizes \-fill be on 6 inch centers 
to permit large (5/16 inch plus) port diameters. Discharge ports 
on the distributor for the larger size shale will be on 3 inch 
spacings with port diameters of approximately 3/8 inch. 




RESEARCH DEPARTMENT April 1, 1965 
Anvil Points Oil Shale Research Center 
Rifle, Colorado File 760 
R. H. Cramer 
Program Manager 
Anvil Points 
AIR-GAS DISTRIBUTOR DESIGN - RETORT NO. 2 
The Mechanical Models Group has completed testing of the protype 
distributor design previously agreed upon. (See letter of 
March 4, 1965) This new study indicates that revisions be made 
to the recommendations concerning spacing of distributor tubes 
for the 1/4 - 3/4 and 3/4 - 1 1/2-inch shale ranges. Essentially, 
there was less penetration of gas into the shale bed with these 
two shale ranges. 
During this testing a wide range shale, 1/4 - 3-inch, was also 
processed as requested. 
The attached tables show the results of both the two and three 
pipe distributor studies. 
After a careful review of this data, the following distributor 
configuration was proposed and will be incorporated into Retort 
No.2. This proposal was reviewed in detail in a meeting with 
R. H. Cramer, T. C. Lyons, L. J. Skowronek, and W. S. Bergen. 
1_ 	 For 1/4 - 3/4 and 3/4 - 1 1/2- inch shale, distributor 
tubes will have a 9.4 inch clearance. Distributor ports 
will be spaced on 6-inch centers directed 30° below the 
horizontal. 
The 9.4 inch distributor clearance is governed by the 
existing retort width and distributor pipe size. It does 
represent a judgment of the approximate maximum spacing 
for these shale ranges. This condition satisfies the 
3/4 - 1 1/2-inch shale requirement and slightly exceeds 
the indicated maximum spacing for 1/4 - 3/4-inch shale. 
However, effects of wide distributor spacing will be 
evaluated in service. 
Distributor port center lines were increased from 3-inches 
to 6-inches to permit the design of ports at least 5/16­
inch in diameter and with high differential pressures. 
(Approximately l6-inches of H20 at 700 shale mass flow and 
6000 SCF. ·air/ton of shale.) 
R. H. Cramer 	 -2- April 1, 1965 
2. 	 For the 1/4 - 3 and 1 1/2 - 3-inch shale, distributor 
tubes will have 22.5 inch clearances. Distributor ports 
will be spaced on 3-inch centers directed 30 0 below the 
horizontal. 
The 22.5 inch distributor clearance is governed by the 
existing retort width and distributor pipe size. It is 
close to the maximum spacing indicated for 1 1/2 - 3-inch 
shale and slightly exceeds the indicated maximum distributor 
spacing for 1/4 - 3-inch shale.' This spacing vlas chosen in 
an attempt to test maxiMum distributor spacing without 
jeopardizing retorting efficiency. Effects will be evalu­
ated in service. 
Tests will be made of these distributors to check uniformity of 
air distribution from the ports. Distribution tests will be made 
to determine the effect of a heated distributor pipe and of heating 
of the air along the distributor from the inlet to the last port. 
These distributors \\Till be limited in their application to shale mass 
flm-ls bet't'leen 500 and 700 lbs/ (hr) (ft2) and air rates at 5000 to 
6000 SCF/ton of shale. Tests using preheat or dilution gas will 
require different distributor ports. 
It was the judgment of the group that distributors designed to the 
above criteria would'offer no serious scale-up problems. 
~?/3r--
w. S. Bergen 
WSB:rl 
Attachment 
cc: 	 J. E. Lawson 
T. C. Lyons 
L. J. Skowronek 
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The purge gas system and condenser has been designed for a 40 
SCFM purge rate. This gas will be used to purge the top and 
bottom feeders. A condenser will be constructed as soon as 
drafting is complete. 
A double feeder is being incorporated for th~ discharge of 
spent shale. This will allow balancing the purge against the 
lower retort pressure. Revisions to the first s~ent shale con­
veyor are being made to accommodate this double seal. Provision 
is also being made to retain and collect snent shale dust for 
weighing purposes. 
The top raw shale feed chute is being corrpletely revised. T\-10 
feed chutes with a four foot height adjustMent have been designeo 
and are being drafted. One chute will be used for the 1/4 to 
3/4 and 3/4 to 1 1/2-inch shale for bed heights of 5 to 9 feet. 
This will match the shale size - distributor configuration ­
bed height relationships developed to date. The other chute 
will be used for 1/4 to 3 and 1 1/2 to 3-inch shale and have a 
10 to 14 feet bed height adjustment. It will be necessary to 
ruspend retort operations during raw shale chute and distributor 
changes. 
A water decanter was designed and constructed but will be elimi­
nated from the system in accord with changes found necessary 
on Retort No. 1. r'1ater will be decanted from the main "roduct 
tank. 
A Lightnin' mixer will be incorporated on the Main product tank 
to thoroughly mix the liquid product. 
The air cooled concenser is being fabricated in Grand Junction 
and will be installed when it arrives at the Pesearch Center. 
IV. RETORTING SECTION (J. E. Lawson) 
A. Mechanical r10dels (T. C. Lyons and L. J. Skmrlronek) 
1. Air Distributor Studies 
The previous work in this area was concerned with scouting the 
variables involvee. in air distribution and "las carriee. out "lith 
a 2-pipe model. These studies revealed that shale size was the 
most important factor governing the distribution. 
Recently, the model was modified to handle a 3-pipe section. 
Thus it was possible to simulate the performance of a full dis­
tributor flanked by a half-distributor on either side. This in­
creased the model area which was served by the air distributors 
and lessened any possibility that the simulated recycle gas could 
bypass the distributors. In this study, the injection velocity 
was held constant at 100 ft/sec and the injection ports were 
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angled 30 0 beloTll the horizontal. The center distributor con­
tained 8 injection ports (4 on each siGel and the side distri­
butors contained 4 ports each. SI'1.oke was used to trace the 
flow oatterns as in the past. 
The observCl.tions of the 3-pipe model are sUMmarized in Table 1. 
The results of the earlier v.10rk are included in the table for 
comoarison purposes. It apoears that the "enetration is at the 
lower end of the ranqe that was indicated earlier. Observations 
were also made ''lith the full-range, 1/4 to 3-inch snale ""hich 
had not been included in the scouting studies. The oenetration 
of the combustion air into this material is in line with the other 
shale sizes. 
The overall study Nas carried one step further in an attempt to 
determine if the depth of penetration is greeter in a moving bed. 
In order to do this the depth of shale above the distributor 
pipe was increased from the standard 12 inches to 21 inches. 
After the pattern was established for the static condition, the 
bed vIas lO'Vlered vThile rrlovies were taken in 81m', motion. An 
analysis of the movies indicated that there was a momentary surge 
in the pattern as the bed loosened. however, as the entire bed 
began to move the pattern returned to its original shape rather 
quickly. As the shale level passed the standard heiqht o~ 12 
inches there was no significant difference frOM the pattern ob­
served in the static bed. This was the case for both the 1/4 to 
3/4 and 3/4 to 1 1/2-inch shale sizes (the size of the shale 
drain on the model limited the drawdoHn studies to these smaller 
sizes). Thus, it is concluded that no additicnal credit in pene­
tration should be taken for the fact-that the bed is moving. 
Jl.s a result of the somewhat lm·yer penetrctt:i.ons indicated by this 
recent ''lork, steps have been taken to make further studies of 
the minimum clearances reauired for continuous flow of the 
larger (3 inch) shale sizes. It is knovJn that the miniJTlum 
clearances in Table 1 for the 1/4 to 3-inch and 1 1/2 to 3-inch 
sizes are conservative because of physical liMitations of the 
shale flow model. (Slot sizes approached a square rather than 
rectangular as in the smaller shale sizes.) If these minimum 
clearances could be determined more accurately, a tighter design 
could possibly be incorporated in the distributor for Retort No. 
2 and this could improve the chances of obtaining a single de­
sign that would be satisfactory for all shale sizes. 
The shale floy, model has been modified and these studies are in 
progress. 
v. ANALYTICAL LABORATORY SECTION (B. L. Beck and D. Liederman) 
A. Carbon Balance Problem 
Nuch of the laboratory I s effort during the T)ast fe~" ",reeks has 
been directed toward investigating the carbon balance oroblem. 
Table 1 
SU~mARY OF AIR DISTRIBUTOR STUDY 


















On Distribute 1 ' 
(in) 
1/4-3/4 2 3 1/2 - 5 1/2 7 - 11 6 
3/4-1 1/2 4 5 1/2 - 7 1/2 11 - 15 9 










ARY OF AIR DISTRIBUTOR S
HREE DISTRIBUTOR SYSTEM 
Air Penetration(l) 
From Each Distributor 
P1 P2 P3 P4 











1/4 1/4 2 3 1/2 4 4 3/4 3 1/2 4 8 
3/4- 1 1/2 4 4 3/4 5 3/4 6 4 1/2 5 1/4 10 1/2 
1 1/2-3 14 -­ 12 1/4 12 314 -­ 12 1/2 25 
1/4-3 10 -­ 9 1/4 9 1/4 -­ 9 1/4 18 1/2 
(l)See Sketch below· 
~ 
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The results of this work are included in another section of this 
memorandum. 
B. Relationship for Spent Shale Analyses 
In last month's Progress Memorandum several relationships among 
analyses on ra~1 and spent shale were reported. Since that time 
another one has been found that has proven useful in checking 
our results. 
For spent shales having Fischer Assays of 0.0 gal/ton, the fol­
lowing relationship has been determined by regression analysis. 
t!ineral C02 vs }I..sh 
Runs 465 through 509 (N=37) 
C02 = - 0.859(Ash) + 86.44 
R = 0.97 
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C. Nitrogen in Crude Shale Oil 
The consistency of the nitrogen content of crude shale oil has 
been observed for several months. ".s an example, the oils from 
66 recent runs (Nos. 465 through 536) showed an average nitrogen 
content of 2.32 wt % with a standard deviation of 0.067. These 
oils were retorted from shale ranging fro~ 24 to 33 gal/ton. 
In view of this consistency and the use "'hich is made of this 
determination, effective "lith Run No. 538. nitrogen will no 
longer be regularly determined on crude shale oil. 
D. Quick Assay of Spent Shale 
The retort section requested the laboratory to develop a rapid 
test to determine the amount of potential oil left in spent 
shale. This is routinely determined from the Fischer Assay; 
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however this test requires several hours. To satisfy this re­
quest, a method used by the Bureau of ~1ines to estiMate oil 
yield of lean raw shale ~'laS adapted ["Estimating Oil Yield of 
Lean Oil Shale", K. E. Stanfield, ~. ~. 25, 1552 (1953)]. 
The procedure involves ,eating a 3-orarn sample of minus 8-mesh 
shale in a test tube for five minutes. The test tube is situated 
in a furnace maintained at 600 ± 50° C~ approximately the upper 
third of the test tube extends out of the furnace. T''1hen the 
sample is heated, oil is retorted from the shale and condenses 
on the cool portion of the test tube. The appearance of the 
IIcarbon ring" is related to the Fischer Assay of the shale. 
Seven standard heated test tubes containina shale from 0.0 to 4.3 
gal/ton have been prepared for comparison.- Spent shale of un­
known oil content is heated accordin0 to the orocedure, and the 
resulting appearance of the test tube is compared to the stan­
dards to estimate the Fischer Assay of the sryent shale. 
VI. PROGRESS ON InPROVING CARBON 
Retort, Analytical and Bngin
BALAr,!CES 
eering An
(Joint effort of the 
alysis Groups) 
A. SmmARY 
1. Accomplishments to Date 
A bias in carbon balance with yield was observed with past data 
(re Harch Progress HemoranduM, page 19). Therefore, a series 
of about 25 runs have been made on Retort Fo. 1 where sampling 
equipment and procedures were carefully reappraised; and changes 
were made where indicate~ improvements in accuracy apoeared pos­
sible. OSRC-ll Summary Sheets covering these runs are attached. 
In this extensive program to improve organic carbon balances, a 
number of changes ~lere investigated and imolemented in procedure, 
equipment, and sCI.mpling. These modifications ha,'e improved car­
bon balances and have expanded our understandina of carbon 
balance problems. 
The maj or improvements in orC!CI.nic carbon balances \Jere developed 
in two main areas: (1) improved air measurement and accountability 
and (2)improved carbon measurement on vent gas. 
a. Air ~'easurement and Leakage 
Accurate air measurement and negligible air leakage into 
vent gas are essential to good organic carbon balances. 
Vent gas rate is calculated in our material balances by 
a nitrogen balance around the retort, assuming the nitr00en 
exiting in vent gas is equal to the nitrogen coming in 
with the air. Thus vent gas rate is equal to 0.79 A/Nvg, 
where A is air rate and Nvg is volumetric nitrogen per­
centage in the vent gas. Since nitroqen is about 60% in 
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the vent gas, any air measurement error is enlargee to 
a vent gas error of 1.3 times as much. Since Mineral C02 
composition of the vent gas is calculated from the dif­
ference in mineral C02 content of the raN and spent shale, 
the entire error in total carbon contributed by the vent 
gas is manifestee in terms of organic carbon. 
An error in air measureroent of 500 SCF/Ton RS reoresents 
an error in vent gas rate then of 650 SCF/Ton, or about 
8.5 lb Carbon/Ton RS. This represents 3.5% on organic 
carbon balance. Thus an error in air rate measurenent 
of about 10% results in an organic carbon balance error 
of 3%. 
An air leak into the vent gas affects nitrogen balance 
and, consequently, organic carbon balance in a siMilar 
manner. 
The meter for measuring air into the retort has been 
installed according to standards and is being recali­
brated to insure accurate air measurements on future 
runs. Another section of the report describes the 
orifice calibration made after ~un 529. In the future 
the air meter orifice '''ill be routinely calibrated and 
a dry test meter will be used in series Nith the air 
orifice. 
An air leak into the top of the retort was also found 
during Run 529 and is discussed in cmother section. Vent 
gas is now being used as a seal gas to prevent leakage 
of air into the raw shale feed pipe. In addition, a 
second star feeder is to be installed at the top o~ the 
retort to insure against air leakage. 
b. Improved Carbon Measurement on ~7ent Gas 
Sampling of the vent gas is particularly difficult because 
of fine mist. In earlier runs, the cras sample was ob­
tainec by running a sample line from the retort vent aas 
line to a gas holder in the laboratory, "There it was 
analyzed for total carbon. The sample line entered the 
vent gas line in a horizontal run and extended into the 
line about I-inch. The sample was not isokinetic and 
may not have been representative of the vent gas stream. 
The vent gas sampling has been improved in t,,!O ",ays ­
first a larger measured 10'CFM stream, used as a seal 
gas for the top of the retort, is sampled isokinetically 
from the total recycle stream, is cooled and the conden­
sate is measured: - second, the uncondensed gas is 
sampled and analyzed. The larger seal gas stream is be­
lieved to be more typical of the vent gas composition. 
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~~ist in the vent gas is now determinec f.rom. the condensate 
collected from the condenser. Results to date indicate 
that more carbon is present in vent gas than was 
found by the previous ~a~pling met~oc. The concensate 
represents much more carbon than Nas founc' 'by t11e jet 
impactor test used previously. The condensate also 
appears to vary inversely with yield and oartially ex­
plains poor carbon accountability at low yields. These 
sampling improve~ents "rill be discussed in detail later. 
The improved sampling of vent gas has resulted in an 
increase in carbon in both the non-condensable qas and 
the condensable liquid collected. 30th have contributed 
to the noted iI7'provernent in orqanic carbon balances. 
The following summary of results from 10H and high yield 
operation, before and after these changes illustrate their 
effect. 
Org. Carbon 
Yield Distr. ,Pt % Prcduct ~.nalvses 
Vol. % RSFA Orq. Org. Carbon Dry Gas (1) Spent Shale 
T~ist & Dry Gas Carbo Spent Btu Total 
Operation Tank Condo SCF/T Bal. Gas Shale SCF Carbon, T'7t % 
LON Yield 
Before 78 0.2 6600 92 19 13 120 6.0 
After 79 2.0 6800 101 26 16 140 6.B 
High Yield 
Before 90 0.2 7300 101 23 12 100 5." 
After 88 0.7 8000 102 25 12 110 5.0 
(1) Dry gas excluding mist and condensate 
The higher dry gas make after the changes i~ the result of 
the higher measured air rate ann elimination of the air 
leak. The higher heating value of the 0as is the result 
of the improved gas sampling location. The higher yield of 
mist and condensate is the result of cooling a larger gas 
sample and the isokinetic sampling. The higher carbon con­
tent of the spent shale after the change is not the result 
of any chanqes in the spent shale systeT, but due rather 
to the reduction of oxygen in the recycle gas by eliminating 
the air leak in at the top of the retort. Oneration at 
1m" yields nm'7 shows the convertec oil showing up in the 
qas and spent shale as nroducts of crackinq or combustion. 
Significant errors in oil meC.surerrent ~,'ere' not uncovered 
and therefore reasonable confidence can be placed in 
~ast oil yields. .. 
2. ~odifications Still Under Consideration 
During this study the follot,ring modificCl.tions t(' Petort No. 1 
were indicated as potential additional improvements for precision 
in results and measurement of nrocess conditions. 
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a. 	 Installation of nositive ~as seals at the top and 
bottom of the retort. Th1S "rill be impleI'!lented hy 
installing double star feeder \~d th a pressure balance 
across the inside feeder. This improvement "rill in­
crease the preCision of the actual recycle rate 
determination ane increase confidence in the cras Make 
calculation. d 
b. 	 Increasing the sent shale saMple size from 1 to 3% 
an mo 1fy t e samn er, crusher ~nd so11tter to 
eliMinate dust loss froM the samnle. This T'rill nro­
vide a more representati'!e saJ'T1ple anc increase the 
precision in ash balance, organic carbon balance, 
and mineral C02 decomoosition. 
c. 	 Checkinq the N2 balance method of deterrninina the 
dry gas production by means of a heliuM tracer tech­
nique on several runs. 
d. 	 Pressure testing the suction side of the oil recovery 
system and the entire air feed systeJ"'!. This "rill 
eliI'!linate minor air leaks in or out of the system which 
may still exist. 
e. 	 Considerina the nurchase and installation of a con­
tinuous carbon analyzer on the vent gas sample. This 
~rill imorove our precision and accuracy in determining 
the carbon content of mist laden ga.s. 
f. 	 Considering the advisability of increasing run length 
from the present eight hour balances to two - eight 
hour balance periods. This ~·!oulc. reduce the signifi ­
cance of potentie.l holdup and raw shale ouality 
variations on results and increase reliability by ? 
factor of 1.4. 
g. 	 Considering acscrption analyses of the vent cras for 
unaccounted for heavy hydrocarbons if further ION 
organic carbon balance runs arise. 
B. 	 DISCUf.'SION 
1. 	 Summary of Retort Runs for the Carbon Balance Study 
Twenty five runs "'ere m3.de in the carbon balance ironrovement 
program. A running sUI'!lmary of the results frort' these runs is 
incluced in Tables 2 through 6. ~ description of these runs is 
presented briefly below. 
a. 	 Runs 526 - 529 
Runs 526, 527, and 529 were made to duplicate orocess con­
ditions of RUn 476, a low-yield, poor carbon balance run. 
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No changes in operating procedures had been made at this 
time. The 10\-1 yield of Run 476 ,.ras essentially duplicated 
and so, unfortunately, \vas the low carbon balance. 'Run 528 
,,,as made to dtmlicate :Run 505, another 10'1-7 yield, lOt,1 car­
bon balance run, ~1ith essentially the same result. 
b. Run 530 
Just prior to this run, i t ~.,as observed that air "ras leakinq 
into the retort at the top star feeder at a rate approxi~ 
mating 500 SCF/T of raw shale. The tep !'ressure 1:1as raised 
slightly in an attempt to prevent this leak, and concitions 
of Run 476 were again duplicated. An improvement in both 
carbon balance and yield were obtained, probably because 
of the variation in actual process conditions attainec 
through partial elimination of the air leak. 
c. Runs 531 - 534 
Prior to this series of runs, a vent qas purge condenser 
was installed, and blanketing of the top star feeder with 
dry vent gas was initiated. Process conditions of Pun 476 
were again duplicated. In ~uns 533 and 534, use of the oil 
condensate from the vent purge condenser to estimate Mist 
lost in the vent gas was begun. YielCls duplicated those 
of Run 530 and carbon balances sho~¥ed a slight iMProvement, 
particularly those of Runs 533 and 534 't<lhere a greater 
amount of mist in the gas t··las estimated. 
d. Runs 535 - 542 
In an effort to deI':1onstrate good carbon balances under 
low yield conditions, process conditions for these runs 
were varied by lowering bed height to 6 feet, "rhile re­
taining other process conditions the sane as for 'Run 476. 
Yields showed the expected decrea.se; hOt·rever, carbon bal­
ance for Runs 535 and 536 also deteriorated. At this time, 
an air meter calibration had been obtained cmd estimates 
of process conditions and carbon balances from Run 538 
ont-7ard reflect this change. The low yields of Puns 535 
and 536 continued ~ hot-Jever, the chanqe in estimated air 
input and gas production caused a markec increase in car­
bon balance. 
e. Runs 543 - 547 
These runs were undertaken to demonstrate crood carbon 
balances under high yield conditionE'. Conditions Here 
arranged to duplicate those of Pun 515. As expected, 
yields showed a marked improvement and carbon balances, 
for the most part, t.qere very satisfactory. In Run 547, a 
condenser was used in the mist recovery train rather than 
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the electrostatic precipitator with essentially no change 
in results. 
f. 	 Runs 549 - 551 
These runs were made to further demonstrate control of 
carbon balances under high yield conditions. Air rates 
were 	lowered from those of ~uns 543 - 547, while total 
gas rates were maintained. The electrostatic precipitator 
was not in service. Again, carbon balances were satis­
factory. 
2. 	 Detailed ReaPJ?raisal of Hethod Used to Measure Fates and 
Composition of Charge and Product Streams 
a. 	 Ra," Shale 
(1) 	 Sample SDlitter 
In order to be sure that there ,,,-,as no bias in the raw 
shale sample splitter a sample was carefully rifflec 
from the splitter reject and compared "rith the normal 
sample. The nearly identical Fischer Assay shown 
below, indicates adequate mixing and srylittin~ ~f the 
raw shale. 
RAW SHALE SPLITTBR RFJECT VERSUS NOR~1AL SAT-IfPLE 
Normal Sample 	 31.2 gal/ton 
Rej ect Sc.rople 	 31.4 gal/ton 
The sample cutter, which catches a sample from the 
end of the conveyor belt, Nas also observed in 
operation and judged to be as representative as could 
be obtained. 
(2) 	 Raw Shale ~,reighing Systetn 
The batch Richardson ~"eigh bin is being used as the 
most accurate device for determining the raw shale ra~e. 
This device weighs 400-pouno. batches of shale and dumps 
them on to the Syntron rate controller to feed the 
conveyor belt. This was tested against the snent shale 
scale. Ten dumps weighing 40l7-?ounds on the Richard­
son were conveyed through the retort, emnty to empty, 
and Neighed 4040-pounds on the spent shale scale. This 
0.6% difference is the best we can expect. 
A dead 'l't1eight test alse checked the reliability of 
the single durnos as sho'lllTn belm.,: 
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DEAD 	 PEIGHT TEST OF RICHARDSON 'RAr,T ~HALF' SCALE 
Date r'~eight Addec Scale Reading 
















3-24-65 400 	 400.0 
3-29-65 400 	 400.0 
3-30-65 400 	 399.5 
4-7-65 400 	 400.0 
A practice of dead weight testing the ~ichardson 
scale on a daily basis has been initiated along with 
periodically running a dynamic test aaainst the 
spent shale. 
3. 	 Timinq of: Ra't1 ~hale f;arnplincr
." 
A practice of starting the raw shale saMple cutter 
45 minutes orior to the beginning of the run and 
stoprying it 45 minutes prior to the end of the run 
has been initiated because of the averaqe 1 1/2 
hour residence time in the retort. This will pro­
vide a samnle which is more represent~tive of the 
shale \>7hich is actually retorted during the run. 
b. 	 Liquid Product 
(1) 	 Potential Liquid Holdun 
The possibility of variations in oil level in the 
liquid product gathering system was evaluated. The 
only S?ots for possible variation are in 
(a) 	 The dust surge crum in the offgas line right 
after the retort - this was drained hourly 
and the oil added to the liquid product tank 
in order to eliminate this possibility during 
this study. A crain lea t,dll be added to the 
bottom of this vessel to ~ermit continuous 
draining during future runs ~'~here dustincr is 
not a problem. Phen ('lusting is a ~roble!"l the 
vessel will be ~anually drained. 
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(b) 	 The continuous water decanter just ahead of 

the lIquid product tank is also a source for 

changes in oil inventory because of p1uQginQ 

or surging of the water-oil interface. It was 

checked perioGica11y but because of the dif­

ficulty in readily determining the location of 

the interface, it ~i11 be taken out of the 

system.. Ih the future, "'Jater \l7i11 be decanted 

hourly from the liquid product tank. 

(2) 	 Calibration of Liquid Product Scales 
The liquid product scales were calibrated ",Ii th 400 
pounds of dead ,,,eight on r~arch 4 and, when rechecked 
with 1400 pounds on t 1arch 22, no deviation was found. 
The retort operators then checked the scale daily by 
adding 400 pounds of dead weight. Their check showed 
an average 0.9% unoerstatement of the weight from RUn 
537 through Run 544, and an average 1.3% understatement 
of the ,.,eight from Run 545 through 551. These cali ­
brations were used in stating the liquid oroduct weight 
for the material balance and yield calculations. ~;ence­
forth, this balance will be readjusted when found be­
yond ± 0.5% of the dead weight. The scales are cali ­
brated on a routine basis and cleaned periodically. 
(3) Liquid Product Sampling 
A Lightnin' mixer has been installed to assure cornn1ete 
mixing of the water and thus a more orecise water 
analysis. 
A representative sample is obtained froro the final 
liquid product for carbon analysis. 
(4) T!Jeathering of Oil From Tank 
Possible loss of oil due to Neathering ~,'as evaluated 
by both the retort and analytical groups. 
A sample of oil from the bottom of the cyclone and 
from the 1iguid product tank was taken and held at 
100 0 ~ and 140 0 F for a total of 9 1/2 hours in an 
open vessel. The results shown below indicate less 
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The retort group found the loss even less significant 
by observing the weight of the liquid ?roduct over a 
six hour neriod and finding only a one pound loss out 
of about 1000 pounds of oil. 
(5) C02 Solubility 
Samples of oil from the product cyclone \11ere heated. 
and purged with C02 - free air which "'as then passed
through a C02 absorbent. The increase in ,,,eight of 
the C02 absorber is an incication of the maximu~ C02 
absorbed in the oil. The results shown below show 
this amount to be very small. 
CARBON DIOXIDE 11'1 LIQUID PR0DUCT FROr1 CYCLONE 
Total 
C02 Collected 
Run No. Purge Time, hours f'rt mo % Pt 
530 2 52 0.006 
4 84 0.010 
531 2 26 0.003 
4 48 0.006 
6 53 0.006 
Analyses of a 't'later saMple showed O. 97 ~·rt % dissolved 
C02, this would amount to only one pound C02 (0.3 
pounds carbon) ner ton cf ra\'l shale "rhich is also 
insignificant. 
c. Spent Shale 
Spent shale measuring, sampling and analytical techniques 
have been thoroughly evaluated for Qossible improvements 
in carbon accountability:~!.i t.' 
(1) Calibration of Spent Shale l'1eight Scales 
The Toledo spent shale \'1eig-h scale ~'las calibrated \.1ith 















The scale is checked daily against an added standard 
weight of 1000 pounds. The scale increase on this 
calibration is generally 1000 pounds, thereby indi­
cating that the spent shale scale is a reliable 
measuring device. 
(2) 	 Sampling and Analyses of S~ent Shale 
A number of potential problems are present in samnling 
and analyzing spent shale. A thoroughly searching 
program was initiated to ascertain the extent to which 
some of these potential oroblems affect organic carbon 
balances. 
(a) 	 Oxidation of Spent Shale and Volatilization of 
Condensed Hydrocarboa 
One potential nroblem is that the carbon on spent 
shale may oxidize to C02 and be lost on the con­
veyor and in the spent shale bin. In such a case, 
carbon analyses on the spent shale will be lo~]. 
A second potential problem is that the spent shale 
sample will oxidize prior to analyses and, there­
fore, indicate a low carbon result. This may occur 
either by oxidation of iron or sulfur compounds, 
which would thereby decrease the percent carbon or 
by oxidation of carbon to C02 which would then be 
lost. A third potential problem is that condensed 
hydrocarbon on the spent shale may be volatilizec 
and lost to the air again resulting in poor carbon 
accountability. A number of experiments "Jere run 
to test these hypotheses. 
i. 	 Laboratory Tests - Experimental Procedure 
Samples of spent shale were allowed to pass from 
a port located between the turntable and star 
feeder into a bucket containing liquid nitrogen. 
The samples were then heated to 500 0 F in a 
nitrogen atmosphere, then cooled in nitrogen. 
A weight change would indicate loss of volatile 
matter such as condensed oil. 
The samples were also heated to 500 0 F in a nitrogen 
atrnosohere and then allot'1ed to cool in air. This 
simulated dropping of the hot shale from the star 
feeder onto the spent shale belt and conveying it 
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to the spent shale hopper. A "1eiqht change 
would indicate oxidation of some of the carbon. 
The quenched spent shale v!as heated to 500 0 F 
in air for various lengths of time to simulate 
conditions that might exist in the spent shale. 
Loss in weight, carbon, hydrogen, mineral C02' 
and ash "Tere determined. Chanqes in the concen­
trations of carbon, especially~would indicate 
the possibility of sample oxidation. 
A practical control check of sample oxidation 
was also made by splittino the spent shale into 
t\<TO sample buckets, one blanketed \<d th nitrooen 
and one open to the air as usual. . 
ii. Pesults 
(i) J'~O Hydrocarbon Volatilization 
Table 2 Section A shm·rs that the snent shale 
samole quenched in nitrogen and heated to 
500 0 F does not lose weight t,·,hem allowed to 
cool to normal te~peratures in either air or 
nitrogen. This indicates that no hydrocarbon 
is lost in no~,al cooling and oxidation 
appears to be insignificant. 
(ii) Carbon Loss Due to Oxidation 
Samples obtained in a similar manner and 
heated to 500 0 F in air shol'] a loss of "Teight, 
as sho\<7n in Table 2 Section B. These data 
and those in Table 3 indicate an oxidation 
and loss of carbon "lith time fror; the soent 
shale. 
Spot temperatures at the bottom of the bin 
have been observed as high as 400 0 F and 
storage time in the bin averages six hours 
for a l2-hour run. ~urthermore, indications 
of oxidation have also been observed. 
Occasionally, the retort operators have 
observed, "Then dumping spent shale at ni9'ht, 
that the material at the botto1"'1 gate glm·!s. 
At other times, they have seen a white ashy 
appearance in the first spent shale removed 
from the bin. Hence, it can be conclude~ 
that oxidation of carbon ~robably ~oes occur 
to a measurable extent in the bin. As a 
result of this ~.,ork the spent shale bin has 
had a nitroaen nurge system installed to dis­
place oxygen from the bin and reduce carbon 
oxidation. 
Table 2 
Shale From Bet"leen Turntable and Star Feeder Ouenched in LiCfuid "1, 
A. 	 Volatilization and Oxidation Experiroent
(I) 	 Volatilization Experiment {Heat to 500 0 F in N2 - Cool 
in M2 Gas ­
(2) 	 Oxidation From Star Feeder to Belt (Heat to 500 0 P in 
N2 - Cool in Air) 
f'Teight After Treatment 
Run No. Orig. rpt. g Cooled in N2 Cooled in Air 
528 234.7 234.7 	 234.7 
529 249.3 249.2 	 249.3 
B. 	 Oxidation at 500 0 F in Air 
Run Po. Ignition Time, ·hrs Shale Wt., 9 ~rt • Loss, % 
0 67.52 
528 2 67.45 0.10 
4 	 67.14 0.56 
529 0 	 89.80 
4 	 89.40 0.45 
0 66.53 
530 2 65.77 1.14 
4 	 65.76 1.16 
• 
Table 3 
COl:1parative Analyses of SDent Sl1ale sarnnles 
~ith Different ~reatl:1ents Before Analysis 
% CC!'7'oenent 
Run No. ~ ...£a- -.£L IiR .Ji2-~ C02R
• 
C02Q_ C02I l-.ShR "_sh().. Ashr 
528 5.08 5.20 3.59 0.11 0.10 0.08 11.8 9.7 8.4 87.6 88.8 91.1 
529 5.63 5.33 4.25 0.11 0.08 0.08 12.8 11.2 14.3 86.0 87.4 87.4 
530 5.33 5.56 3.34 0.06 0.11 0.08 12.3 12.3 10.5 86.2 86.0 89.4 
. ','i. I']i_th Ignition in Air at 500 0 F for 4 Hours 
C, 1bs/ton spent shale 




104 71 33 31 
107 85 22 20 
111 67 44 40 
*Subscripts "R", "Q", and "I" indicate the regular sample from the retort, 
the quenched sample, and the 4-hour ignited sample, respectively. 
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The soent shale sample is also being taken 
under nitrogen. However the rapid coolinc.; 
of the spent sample to ambient temperature 
may obviate the need for collectina this 
sanple under nitrogen. Samoles taken under 
nitrogen ShO~7 no significa.nt difference in 
carbon content from those taken in air as 
shown in Table 4. 
(3) Analysis of Oust 
Spent shale from the bottom of the retort contains 
dust. Some of this dust is lost out the stack, on 
the floor and some sticks to the belt conveyor and is 
lost up the dust stack. r;rhile this dust is a relatively 
small loss, it might re~resent a significant carbon 
loss if it, for some reason is esoecially high in 
organic carbon content. However, Table 5 't-lhich show 
the results of the analyses of the dust did not indi­
cate an exceptionally high carbon content for the 
spent shale. The ash and total carbon contents are 
near that of average spent s',ale. 
The data seem to shm., a small difference between the 
composition of dust and snent shale. This indicates 
that spent shale samnling can be a problem. Thus, 
modifications and improvements to the spent shale 
crusher is being made to prevent loss of fines. 
(4) Spent Shale Sample Size 
The spent shale samnle size ,.,as about 1%. Sa!!"pling 
errors may be intr00uced when a solids sample is too 
small. Bureau of rUnes information indicates that a 
3% sample should be obtained for it to be representa-' 
tive. Therefore our sampling procedure has been 
changed to obtain a 3% sample of spent shale. The 
spent shale sample is also being time-sequenced 45 
minutes after the beginning and end of the run, in 
order to obtain the sample which was actually retorted 
during the run. 
(5) Spent Shale Crushing and gplitting 
The possibility was investigated of some selective 
classification of the spent shale samnle during crush­
ing and splitting. Dust losses during crushing of 
the samples in the retort area are selective losses 
which could affect analyses of the spent shale. 
Experiments were run to determine whether zamplina 
errors did occur in crushing and splitting. ~ll of 
Table 4 
Comparison of Spent Shale 1-'_nalyses on Samples Taken 
~'7i th and f,7i thout a Nitrogen Blanket 
fili th N2 Blanket ru thout 1!2 Blanket 
Run No. %C %H Ash %C %H CO2 Ash~ 
531 5.82 0.12 13.6 85.0 5.86 0.10 13.1 85.4 
538 5.50 0.15 13.0 85.6 5.48 0.16 12.8 85.7 
539 6.43 0.16 15.8 82.4 6.53 0.16 15.3 82.5 
540 6.36 0.12 16.3 82.1 7.22 0.16 16.1 81.7 
533 5.96 0.14 6.05 0.19 
534 5.87 0.13 6.16 0.12 
535 5.58 0.11 5.50 0.14 
Table 5 
Analyses of Dust From Retort Area 
Under Spent Shale Belt 3/10/65 
Inside Hopper Shed 
Inside Casing of Belt 















the l20-pound sample of spent shale was sent to the 
laboratory ,.,here 2 to 3-pounds ~<'!ere split out, ground 
and riffled. The remainder of the sample was returned 
to the retort where it was crushed and split in the 
usual ".,ay to give another sample. Both samples \-,ere 
analyzed and the results are shown in Table 6. 
The results are rather inconclusive. The laboratory 
crushed and the retort crushed so~ples appear to check 
reasonably well with one another. However, the small 
analytical differences do indicate some dissimilarity 
in the samples. Small deviation in ash analyses can 
cause larger differences in organic carbon balance 
when material balances are done on an ash - spent 
shale bases. In this case, the spent shale ash analysis 
determines the raw shale rate and hence the amount of 
ingoing carbon. The carbon content of the spent shale 
will cause an error in the same direction. For example, 
on Run 550 use of the analytical-crushed results versus 
retort-crushed results varies the organic carbon balance 
by 5.5%. Thus, it is irn~ortant to obtain a representa­
tive samole of the spent shale and then crush and riffle 
the sample \d thout changing its cOMposi tion. 
To insure good sampling and analyses of the spent shale, 
the followin~ procedural and equip~ent changes have 
been instituted~ 
1. 	 Sample size has been increased from 1% to 3%. 
2. 	 The spent shale sample crushing has been modified 
to prevent selective loss of dust. 
d. 	 Gas Product 
(1) 	 Leak at Top of Retort 
Before Run 529 a hot-\-,ire anemometer l'las used to check 
the flow of gas in the top of the raw shale standpine 







Calculated Air F lov' 
SCFH 
-.1 15 221 
-.2 25 368 
-.3 30 485 
Since the policy had been to maintain a slight vacuum 
at the top of the retort, there had been an unaccounted 
Table 6 
• 
Comparison of Spent Shale Defore and After Retort Samn1e Crusher 
Run 	No. Lab. No. FA CO2 Ash H~ ~-
541 	B* 1368 17.3 80.6 7.33 0.18 2.61 
A 1369 0.5 15.8 82.1 6.81 0.19 2.50 
544 	B 1385 0.0 11.0 88.2 4.72 0.10 1.72 
A 1388 11.3 88.0 4.84 0.11 1.76 
545 	B 1391 0.0 12.4 86.3 5.50 0.11 2.11 
A 1406 11. 7 87.2 5.29 0.12 2.07 
546 	B 1408 0.0 10.7 88.0 4.96 0.08 2.04 
A 1412 10.6 e7.9 4.92 0.10 2.03 
547 	B 1414 0.0 8.63 90.7 4.43 0.14 2.07 
A 1417 8.94 90.2 4.62 0.10 2.18 
549 	B 1420 0.0 11.8 86.9 4.95 0.12 1.73 
A 1424 11.8 86.9 4.98 0.11 1.76 
550 	B 1426 0.0 9.89 89.0 4.84 0.12 2.14 
A 1429 11.6 87.0 5.25 0.12 2.08 
551 	B 1432 0.0 12.0 86.7 5.44 0.15 2.16 
A 1436 12.8 85.9 5.52 0.12 2.13 
*IIB II is before the retort crushing (the 1abore.torv crushed 
sample) and !lA~1 is after the retort crusher 
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for air leak into the system which could easily amount 
to as much as 500 SCF'/T. This size leak \10uld result 
in calculating the vent gas rate about 650 SCF/T low 
and thus the carbon balance would be low by about 3%. 
In order to prevent this leak, 10 CF~~ of vent gas, 
cooled to 60 0 to 70° F to remove moisture which \<lould 
corrode the rat~ shale sleeve, \\Tas piped to the too of 
the ra\-l shale standoine. The retort too pressure \<.Tas 
maintained slightly- positive so that less· than 10 CFr-1 
of vent gas ",ould leak through the star feeder the 
remainder would recirculate through the recovery 
system. 
Additional star feeders \<Till be purchased to permit the 
installation of pressure balance gas seals using vent 
gas at the top and bottom of Retort No.1. 
(2) Gas Sampling 
(a) Larger Gas Sample for Condensate Determination 
The 10 CFP~ vent gas purge is obtained from the 
total recycle line by means of an isokinetic gas 
sampler in order to assure the most representative 
gas sample possible. A glass section surrounding 
the sample tube permits observing whether oil is 
flowing along the wall and also if a mist is 
present. A double liquid trao is also provided 
at the outlet of the 60° F vent gas cooler to 
provide quantitative measurement of water and 
oil condensed. Nearly blO CTuarts of oil conden­
sate per run have been collected for the 10'" yield 
runs from the 10 CFH purge gas. This condensate 
has increased organic carbon balance by as much 
as 2 wt %. On the low yield runs this condensate 
appears to be primarily a naphtha, as shmlln by 
the distillation curve and the 42 0 API gravity 
shm4'n on Figure 2. 
A glass pitot type sampler \lIas installed on the 
dry vent gas purge line to obtain a composite 
sample during the runs. This change in samole 
location was made during Run 53S. The 3/S-inch 
copper sample line between the retort and the 
gas holder in analytical, is heat traced, 
and is held at about 150 0 F to prevent any ccn­
densation. The heating value of the gas increased 
about 25 Btu/SCF after this change, indicatinq 
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The gas holder at analytical was inspected for 
signs of an oil film in the insiae, which would 
indicate condensation of heavy hydrocarbcns~ and 
none 	was found. 
(b) 	 Dry Ice - Acetone Trap Analyses 
A small sample of the vent gas after 70 0 F cooling 
was passed through a-110° F dry ice acetone trap 
and the condensate measured. A summary of the 
results folIo,,,: 
RESULTS OF COLD-TRAPPING GAS SJU~LE AT TRE LABORAT0RY 
Pounds :'aterial Collected/r'~CF l;as 
Run No. Organic f"ater . 
526 1.05 1.3 
528 1.02 0.7 
529 0.98 3.6 
530 0.74 0.3 
The oil condensCl.te gravity "ras about 73 0 P..PI in­
dicating primarily light naphtha. Assuming that 
the organic liquid is 81% C, the average C equiva­
lent for the runs above is 0.75 lbs C/~1CF gas. 
This, added to the 11.8 lbs C/MCF in the gas after 
the trap, ~"ould total about 12.6 lbs C/MCF gas, 
which is approximately the usual content, which 
indicates that these hydrocarbons are included 
in the normal carbon analysis of the gas. 
(c) 	 Comparison of Samples at the Retort Versus FroID 
tEe Line to the Gas Holder in the Analytical 
Building 
As shown belm-" there is no significant difference 
in the major components by chromatograph analyses, 
whether sampling is directly at the retort or 
accomplished through a transfer line. HO~1ever , 
the consistently higher "otherstf could account for 
more carbon in the gas. This data is further 
justification for relocating the sampling spot. 
Cor1PARISOl-!S OF GAS SAMPLES TAKEN AT THB RETORT AND THE LABORATORY 
RUN 530 
Harch 18 (4:45 p.m.) March 18 (8:30 p.m.) 
Component Lab Retort Lab Retort 
C02 26.7 25.5 25.7 25.4 
02 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.7 
N2 60.2 59.0 60.2 59.3 
CH4 1.5 1.7 1.5 1.8 
CO 5.3 5.7 5.4 5.6 
H2 4.2 5.0 5.1 5.3 
Ar 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
Other 0.8 1.7 0.7 1.2 
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(d) Grab Sample 
A sample was taken from the vent gas purge line by 
means of a removable iron nipe ~1ith a gate valve 
at each end during Run 538. 
This one preliminary experiment indicates that 
comparable results can be obtained on a gas 
obtained close to the retort or at the laboratorY. 
Also that qas lines at the retort are probably ­
coated with a thin layer of oil and ",ater lJlThich 
can be driven off by heating. The results are 
su~marized below: 
Total 
# C/~7SCF # H/HSCF 
Purged cold with oxygen for 1 hr. 12.2 1.10 
Purged hot with oxygen for 1 1/2 hr. 13.9 2.73 
Purged hot with oxygen for addn'l 2 hrs. 14.1 3.47 
Run 538 normal gas sample 12.5 0.87 
(3) Analxsis of Gas at Bottom of R.etort 
The material balance calculation determines the vent 
gas make by a nitrogen balance l'lhich assumes the leak 
out at the bottom star feeder is the same composition 
as the vent gas. There was some speculation that it 
may pick up hydrocarbons or C02 from the spent shale. 
Therefore, carbon analyses ~",ere made on spot samples 
taken from between the turntable and the bottom star 
feeder. As shown below the carbon is lower than that 
measured in the normal sample. 
COMPARISONS OF C-H RESULTS ON GAS SAt,1PLES TAKEN AT THE RETORT 
AND THE LABORATORY 
Run 
C, Ibs/r'ISCF
Btu of . 
H, Ibs/r·lSCF 
Btu of · 
No. Date & Time Retort Normal Retort Normal 
531 3/20 11:30 p.~. 11.° 13.5 0.84
532 3/21 11:50 p.m. 11.8 12.7 0.81 
Since these two comparisons are only based on spot 
samples definite conclusions can not be reached. If 
the mean organic carbon balances and the gas appear 
to be too high on future runs, this potential spot 
for carbon adsorption by the spent shale "rill be 
reappraised. The 1 lb. C/HSCF difference between the 
carbon content of the vent gas and the leak at the 
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star feeder could result in overstatinq the organic 
carbon balance by about 2% when there is a large leak 
at the star feeeer. 
(4) 	 Reappraisa~ of Ca~on~?yd~~~~~.!~3t~f~r. Gas Sample 
(a) 	 Effect of Hater Aasorber 
To show whether the magnesium perchlorate dryer 
which precedes the combustion train on the C-H 
apparatus, is extractinq some organic material, 
sa~ples were run with ano without the maonesiu~ 
perchlorate dryer. There iA no evidence to show 
that the dryer extracts oraanic ~aterial from the 
gas; on the contrary, as sho~n below, there see~s 
to be a slicrht negative bias when the dryer is 
not used. Further Nork "'ill be done to explain 
this anolT'.aly. 
lb/~'TSC,::o t";as
{,lith Drxer Nitpout Drver 
'\.un No. C H C H 
499 12.6 0.75 12.4 0.96 

526 12.4 0.96 12.2 1.08 

527 12.1 0.90 11.7 0.94 

528 12.0 0.77 12.2 0.S3 

530 11.9 0.74 11.6 0.73 

(b) 	 Effect of Oxyaen Purcrinq anc1 Heating of Gas 
Sample Container 
i. 	 It was efficacious to nuroe a sarople from 
a sampling tube into the C-H co~bustion 
tube \<11 th 02. 
ii. 	 Heating the salT'ple tube would release any 
hydrocarbons that may have been ad~~rhed 
on the alass. 
Therefore the follollinq experiMent was m,aee 
to measure the effects of 02 purge and 
heatinq~ 
A sample was transferrec from a ~as holder 
to a 	 clear dry evacuatec sarrnle ture. 
This sam.nle Has purged frem the cold tube 
tvith a stream of oxygen at 80 !""!l/rrin. ~fter 
two intervals, the tuhe ~;!as }1eated to CI.bout 
150 0 F and the 02 purge ccntinued for two 
more intervals. The tute "las cooled, and 
additional purging ~'7as conmletec1. 
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The follo",dng table ShON~ that oxyqen 
purging, although a More lengthy nrocess, 
gives essentially the saMe results as 
brine ~isolacement, and that heating the 
tu~e gives no additionel, nossibly adsorbed, 
carbon. 
RESULTS OF OXyr;FN PUR~nTr- AND HEATING OF RECYCLE G,n,g SA~1PLF' C0N'TAINFR 
( GAS SA~1PLE F'Rm1 RUN 544) 
Container Purge Ti:rne, Totals 
Conditions min. Ing: CO2 # C/P~CT? 1"'''q H2O ¥ !q~~SCF 
Normal Brine 
Purged Sample 12.9 0.80 
Cold 80 421.0 12.9 62.1 0.79 
Cold 70 -0.1 12.9 2.4 0.81 
150 0 F 60 -0.9 12.9 -0.7 0.82 
150 0 F 60 -1.1 12.8 0.7 0.81 
Cold 75 0.4 12.9 1.1 0.82 
Cold 60 -0.4 12.8 -1.2 0.81 
In order to be sure 	hycrocarbons were not 
adsorbed during the 	brine disolacer"eflt of the 
gas from the samole 	DOMb into the combustion 
tube several tests \qere made using mercury. 
The results ~ummarized belm.r show no signifi ­
cant evidence that the various (1isolacement 
methods give ~ifferent results. 
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT 	 TYPES OF DISPLACEMENT 1::'OR TrH " DETEP"UTATION 
OF C-H IN RECYCLE ~AS 
I-1q DisPlaced Prine Dis'!"'laceCl, 
Samole 
liB Standard" 10.1 0.23 	 9.9 0.29 
Run 544 13.0 0.73 	 13.0 0.80 
Run 549 	 13.2 0.52 13.2 O.6() 
(c) Effect of Combustion Oxygen Rate on C-F ~nalysis 
The effect of oxyg~n rate in the carbon deter­
mination ",as evaluated and no evidence of any 
significant eJi'fference was found as shm\Tn below; 
ho~qever, more data ~dll be collected to further 
sUbstantiate this. 
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Lab. No. 1374 12.4 1.19 12.6 1.22 
liB Standard I' 9.9 0.29 9.9 0.30 
All the tests on the equipment and procedures 
for measuring the carbon - hydrogen contents 
of the retort vent gas indicate they are 
reliable and adequately precise when a 
representative sample is obtained. 
(5) 	 Calibration of Air Orifice ~1eter 
The air rate is the basis for calculating the vent ~as 
and, therefore, a very important term in the carbon 
balance, as well as an important process variable. 
It was calibrated prior to Run 530. 
The calibration technique used '<ras that of passing a 
knm,m quantity of air, determined by t,:"eighing bottled 
air cylinders before and after a calibration run, 
through the orif.ice meter and recording the pressure 
drop across the meter. Static pressure and tempera­
ture 	measurements ',rere 2'.1 so zrtade. 
Results of the first calibration showee that the actual 
air rate was 11% higher than that indicated by the 
orifice meter. At the end of Run 537, the meter run 
was disassembled, inspected, rebuilt, and recalibrateo. 
Results of the second calibration indicate that the 
actual air rate for the reinstalle~ meter was 6% 
higher than the rate indicated hy the meter. 
An American Heter Co. ~'lodel 60B bellows type dry gas 
meter has been purchased and installed in the air 
line in series with the orifice meter. 
Calibrations of the air orifice against the dry gas 
meter check the 6% factor obtained by the air cylinder 
method. This correction has been applied to runs after 
Run 537. 
(6) 	 Use of Leak Detector For Checking Por Gas Leaks 

Out of the Retort 

Leaks of hydrocarbon venor from the retort directly 
reduce carbon balances. The No.1 Retort was checked 
for hydrocarbon leakage on r1arch 16, 1965, using the 
'$A Explosimeter ~as Indicator '~del ~o. 2A. This 
device indicates the presence of combustible material 
by catalytically cxidi~ing a sal"/'l!1le anc] l'Tl.easuring 
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temperature increase with a thermocouole. Checks for 
hydrocarbon leakage were made at several locations. 
No outward leakage was detected at the top of the ra"J 
shale feed standpipe. No hydrocarbon was found mid­
way down on the raw shale feea standpipe. 
A small amount of hydrocarbon was detected in the vanor 
space of product storage tank and decanter drum, as 
expected. 
A high concentration of combustibles was present 
under the conveyor cover at the bottom of the retort 
where the spent shale is removed. This was expected 
also, since recycle gas leaks out of the star feeder 
at that point. 
Leakage was checked at each ther~owell nipple and 
fitting on the retort shell, but no hydrocarbon 
leakage was detected. 
In summary, no leakage of hydrocarbon \"7as found from 
the No. 1 Retort vessel except the known leak at the 
star feeder. The small amount of hy<'lrocarbon detected 
in oil product test tank vapor space was insufficient 
to cause carbon balance problems. This conclusion 
was confirmed by later laboratory weathering tests. 
Later testing indicated air was leaking in, rather 





RU~l NUI,mER UJ ..r('2.c- -<:e ,;;, , 6'2_'7 ' .5'.:"R.,. . I --'29 
DA'l'E STA.RTED 311:j/~s 311(Pit.!f ::dlc.if, S- 3/17/(;'f. 3118/r:,~ 
LENGTH OF HUN, hours ~- B 8 B B 
RETORT TYPE Nor·mER R-J-/ R-/-I R-H R-I-i R-lf 
OIL RECOVERY SYSTEn NUMBER M-IO M-Io M- 10 I'v\-/O M-JD 
OPERATING CONDITIONS:- RaN' Shaie, lbs/ (hr) (ft2) ,s-93 7/2- !"W I -</88 (,..,40 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS :z '7.5 2Q.4 ::?. 9, "3 731~ "30."4-
Nom. Size Range, inches 3/<4 - I '/"1.- ....../'4-1 'I..... "":>1..;-1'/..., Y'i -1'/1.- -r/" ·IIJ~ 
Avg. Part. Diarn. I inches (). (.d..£> o.]'-t -.6. ......o~ "'"") . {) 7(0 0,'71 
Air, SCli'/Ton RS ,'5D'~q .4985 51:2.0 -tLdS ,~t. ,I)J 
Tot. Recycle, SCF/Ton RS(wet) '~J \ "2. 4-lB 12. -4 '=-4 /2.680 l2..l~30 
Dilution Gas, SCF/Ton RS (\'let) 0 (') 0 ("'\ 0 
ProEane, SCF/Ton RS 0 D a " '0 Brine, Gal/Ton RS Cl 0 -~ {J () 
Air TernD. Entering Retort, of (,.. ,i; 77 tot, C,7 57 
Bed Hgt ,-:- Above Air Dist., ft q '7 -:2 -Z -, 
i)PERATING DATA: 
Ottgas ~~emperature, of' liS- 171- 111 I'ILj lAo 
Recycle Gas Temperature, of J!'f7 Ifo3 It? 15'!l I!,)(o 
Soent Shale Temperature, of Z?7 24'3 ~'-B 24.g 21)1 
Avg. Retort .DP, in. H20/ft I. "31 I.Q'4 1,84 I "·If 1,94 
~p Above Air Dist. in H20/ft 1.2.4 z. .'?J 7 Z, /1 '1.2..4- 2.31 
Overall Oper. Performance 6'OOb <;\C>O\)_ &."".0 GOOD. GUo!:> 
-x:::>U!)'T' \kl h(' D 0 D l') 'Z 
PRODUCTS RECOVERED: 
Oil coirected ,. vol % RSFA gZ,9 76:..4 t"Jq.a Bs,J 84.t\ 
O~l Lost as Mist, vol % RSFA o.() (). , 0.0 nJ O.V 
Oil in Spent Shale, vol % RSFA 0.0 0.0 0.0 t).CJ 0.0 
Total Oil Heas. , vol % RSFA B2.9 '7h.~ 7Q.8 g~~ '2. 8.q.4 
Total Water, lbs/Ton RS ~S.5 '(,,0.3 ~.1 .,,;q.LJ ~~ ... ~ 
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS ~so9 t.'3'Z.7 6.551 72;57 i'2..~" 
Uineral C02 Decomposed, % 41.G:. 3'2.S ~::,. 2 J..{S;S q."Z...C) 
MATERIAL BALANCES: 
Ash, wt % (measured) 9').4 C:><::>. ~ C!B,ia 99.'0 9(.. ,1 
Bas~s for Yields & fllat· 1. Bal. KS ii!..S ~~ ~<.3. 5'5 
Overall Balance, wt % C.S. '2 c)B.l q,A.R 9''7, fA ~B.I:) 
Organic carEon Balance, wt % C)2...5 ~ 2.0 'f3 t'J E9.{, ~ !.. ~ 
Total Carbon Balance, wt % <'-)t\.G. q"i ..L .'1'5: t.I 91'7 c,..;-,/ 
Organ~c Hydrogen Balance, wt % .~ Cj ,., c) t.."1 ~,'4 ,6 ~~.f1_ Cj 4." 
r'later Balance I wt % c::;.o.O 8<:). Q ICd 1 .8.~,,6 .:.') '2. ... 1 
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (My) WeT 3\~l:.. "3 L4 5 -a3D\ :2. '3/4 40<,)0 
HEAT BALANCE: 
Heat of Combustion, r1Btu/Ton RS 47S.{'" 46:.7.7 l-/l,2.'1 £L32 4S4.4 
Unaccounted Heat, MBtu/Ton RS III!). q. .'5'~.I.D 5/.3 ij2. ) 2'Z. 
SHALE OIL PROPERTIES~ 
Gravity, °API 20.2 \6.9 19,5 L~l/ I'Ll 
Ramsbottom Carbon, wt % 2 13 ~13 2.2..S 'Z.~'t 2.2 J 
Ash, wt % On?, n.07... 
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY): 
o. D '2.. C) .Olf o·lU 
Mo~sture, lbs/MSCF of dry gas ~7 6,5 In. 4 5,0 B,~ 
Gross Heating Value, Btu/SCF 96.1.. 12..Z Z. lIS- 9~ '?J{f..~ 
02 vol % 0,7 OR 10 flLCL /,9 
C02 vol % 25,1/ 22 ...."J 2'0 2 2,~7 :!..l.J.S' 
SPENT SHALE: 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton SS 0.0 0,0 0.0 O.D OIQ 
Oroanic Carbon, wt % l·q~. I·PI 2,2:"0 1. p~ (" 2 JLI 
{.LJRetort No.1 runs - no rer~x, ~etort No. 2 runs - up pretl.x.p 





-t'i-~ ~; 'IInu!'! NurttBE R \ .1.1 ,-r~~D 5,~L _£~~ ') ...A ~';.j,).. 1 
DA'I'E STARTED 3/ :8/(.,<::­ 3j1-0 ib( 3/z1/{,S ::;/z I /&."i 3h2i(.~ 
LmlGTH OF RUN, hours '3 0 s 8 t3 
RETORT TYPE NUMBER R-H­ R-l J(-1 R-1 'R. - ! 
OIL RECOVERY SYSTEn NUMBER M-IO r\-'O M-\O t'\-\O 1'-'\-\0 
OPERATING CONDITIONS: 
- ftaw Share, Ibs7(hrJ (ft2) bL[~ C,SI 0~O t,sS ("'(.0 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS ·V:S.4 '2.9.L.. 2.9.4­ 30. CD ~ I. '2.. 
Nom. Size Range, inches ?JJoJ ­ I Yl. 3/4 -\'i2.. ~L~- \ Ill. !ifl-I I/ 7:. "S/I: -f II?.. 
Avg. Part. Diam. , inches n, ?'9S D, <so f). (,. S ().~ ?' CJ,(",(" 
Air, SCE'/Ton RS 0'511 5':5'Z:S' _5S~3 '5"4 '60 S-4\'"2.. 
Tot. ReCY~F/Ton RS (wet) \<1 I "2. so~ l?.4"2..1 11..844 \ 2. 39/·) ~1..04.:e. 
Dilutl.on G ,t'I.L·on RS ("tvet) C> 0 0 0 D 
Propane, S RS (') 0 0 0 0 
Brine, Gal S r') D ~ Q 0 
Al.r Temo. Entering Retort, of '5 tP"t (,9 12.. 70 
Bed IIgt. Above A st~, ft 7 1 7 "7 -...., 
OPERATING DATA: 
Offgas Temperature, of I"', 1(.. S \ G.4 \ G:. , \l...4 
Rec~cle Gas Temperature, of 15"1 1.'5_'1 J,.'5.c1 .lko l '5"B 
Soent Shale Temperature, of ZoS. 204­ 214­ 2l(.... 207 
Avg. Retort .oF, l.n. H20/ft 2.cJ(.) 1.9'2.. \.'7'2. LZ~ J ..,~ 
~P Above Al.r Dist. in H20/ft 2.40 Z:BO Z.. 11 '2." I 2," 
Overall Oper. Performance Goob a"oo I::) Goat> t::,,;upl) 6oo/) 
PRODUCTS RECOVERED: 
0:1.1 Coilected, vol % RSFA 84.0 B"'t~4 tn. "S B'.I 8S". "­
Oil Lost as Mist, vol % RSFA 0·0 (oJ. () o·c. I ,.;­ \.""2.. 
Oil' in Spent Shale, vol % RSFA 0.0 t'), (.) t),cJ a,v O.t) 
Total Oil Heas., vol % RSFA "6:4.0 84.4 _8.-:2. ~ 81.lP p,t.....4 
Total ~,7ater, Ibs7Ton RS ~, <) ._"1 (,. ';.7 tP '/. '3 "/.4 &.~. C) 
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton R5 7.r!\\('" '15(;) "7 71TI '12.76 -"7., 
rUneral ~posed, % ,(\ "".1­ 40. '5 ~7.C::) '32 '3 38.0 
MATERIAL B :5: 
Ash, wt % (measured) .C:> '5'.1 <:)t'o. s 91.9 97.~ 98.7 
Basis for Yielas & Mat'I. Bal. Ss. 5$ S~ Ss. RS. 
Overall Balance, wt % 'Do. ':5 \oe.~ '-)9. I \00.4 ~<:). Go, 
Organl.c Carbon Balance, wt % C)(... , <;2..' ~Cj. 'Z <)~ C) IDZ.O 
Total Carbon Balance, wt % c)i.'5' ~t).O '9<).'1 ':)5> C) 1 D 1.'5 
Organic"l[ydrogen Balance, wt % 9~.-:!. 45. ?> 'Jto.9 9l.Q IOQ.I 
{'later B;i~Lance, \-It % \\ (. ._'2.. '\,A IOS.tO \5'2.1:) 10~ ~ 
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS \1:trY"J LJ EI 44'50 4'5"5'1 3cl3~ ~~O "\i4~ 
HEAT DALA7,1CE: 
Heat of"C:ombustion, r-1Btu/Ton RS lIS \ , •., 4<)1A 4 ~'S.~ 473.0 4C'}3.~ 
Unaccour,ted Heat, MBtu/Ton RS $"1.. I 4~.2. 59.3 2,_.5" S"it. 'Z. 
SHALE OIL PROPERTIES~ 
Graviti> °API i<7.8 lC).~ 1~.4 \~.O\ \<:>,4 
Ramsbot1:om Carbon, wt % "'! .0'1 t ... ­ Z. 31 Z.3<:) 2.4' 
Ash, \'It % 0,D4 0 .. 0'5 Q,t:>4 0.03 ~~O3
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY): I 
_Jvtol.sture", "IEs7MsEf of dry gas ,,\ G:,. S _7.J _1...0 7.'2..-.. 
\ ,(...£)Gross Heating value, Btu/SCF I S::u'g.j " \ \£).2 I "(.0. (., ~.~ 
02 vol % l"J. 't o. '5 0.4 0,::::" D.3 
CO2 vol % 'l. (... S' "2 '5" 0 "Z.!i.. B 2_~. -; 74.4 
SPENT SHAJ~E: 
Fl.scher Assay, Gal/Ton SS 0.0 ,).0 0.0 O.D 0.0 
Orqanl.c Carbon, wt % / .. 54 /.78 I. s-S I.(PC. I. Est.. 
Retort No. 2 liE prefix.ll}Retort No. I runs - no prefl.X; runs ­
(2)Measure Recycle + Dilution Gas Rate Hinus ~ Gas Loss 
j1RUN rlU'lBFR\.l} 1535 I 53"" 537 
DATE STAHTED I 3h.zlt,~! 3JZ.3Jt.<' 3/Z4/t..!fL,
ILE{;(;TTI OF RU;J, POURS 8 6­ 8 
PETOPT TYPE ~lUi~P,.!::·P' R-'t R~1. R-t 
OIL .RECOVI'?Y SY~TF~: nur 'I',;:'):( M-IO t-Il-IO .....1-10 
OPEPATING CONDITT'F1S: 
I 
Ri"l1;7 ShaIe, 11157 (hr) (ft2) "2 c.G.~ c,,7A Fischer l.ssay, r.al/Ton "is 27,9 27.. ~ 3\,2 
Nom. Size Range, inches 3/4-\1/, 3/1'1-' '/s. 3/'9 ~ \ y7.
Avg. Part. Diam. , inches 0.<09 C.b'33 o.(..,8(~ 
.nir, SCF/Ton F!.S 54'55 "5 "\ \ G:,. 5:3 1.:-1 
Tqtal Recycle, r~CF/Ton t'!rn2} (w(.t \\13'; \\'5'5(.. 11"74~ 
~on Gas, SCF/Ton ns ll!1ei} 0 0 0 
Propan'2, SCF'/Ton p~ . C 0 
Brine, Gal/Ton p~ 0 I 0 I 0 
Air Ter'::l. Entering Retort, 0p Col. '=-0 58 
Bec1ffq t. Above ;.ir D1st. , ft 6. 6 6 
OPf:PATIN';;- DATA~ 
Offqas TerDerature, OF \')7 2\l , C:) Co 
Recycle Gas Termerature, of ,,,,'3, \ <04­ \(",2
Snent Shale TeP'lpera.turG, of 'Zo':S ?.oi \C)4 
A.vg. Retortl.)P , in. H20/F't \. '74 \ ·S"1 1.. 5 :3 
f.).P l'<.bove Air Dist. • H207Ft 2.1)" \'1l I.be1n 
Overall Oper. PerforTl"lance GOO£) ~(JO C> GooD 
PRODUCT~ P:SCOVBprD~ 
011 Collected, vol % 'I:(}:FA 76:..7 78..t. 82.. 'S 
011 Lost as ;'1ist, vol % RSf'.\ 0./ () , I t. B 
Oil 1n Snent Shale, vol ". RSFA (J.O t!>o IJ. ()"<'r Total Oil 11eas., vol % RSFA iL.~ ·78.3 B4.?, 
Total Pater, Ibs/Ton RS C)S .r.~ 'oO.~ eo.c, 
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/TC'n PS 11t...4 -'001) '~~7 
r1ineral CO2 DecoMposed, % "C).4 "}~ g "3'3.1 
I'ATERIAL m\LANCFS ~ 
~' Ht % (measured) QC),1 \ co. '2. q<) ,2­
1S for Yields & rrn R'::t. ~S \"2.. S 
vera11, wt % C)<:)i ':;'3.9 lOO .. 2. 
Organ1c Carbon, Pt % 9L4 Gf?>:Z.. 97-~ 
Total Carbon, ,.ft % <)3.S ~S.O qA.4 
OrCTanic Pyc3rogen, 'Jt % 88.1 ~7.C1 <)2 ..(...
t,Tater, Ht o. \ '5:;.4­ '11,a \ to lo .<£1> 
Gi"lS Loss, SCF/Ton :::<8 (~).NCT' '5714­ s40i 4111 
!HEAT BAL}\NCt' ~ 
Heat of Comb. I HEtu/Ton 1=1<:; 50\ .'.5 ~t!)~.o 4G:.c). '2.. 
Unaccountec' , ~'lDtu/Ton RS SO.4 (,.-:>.9 OS' I. '2. 
~HALE OIL PROPFFTII:S! 
Gravity, °API 19 2 \C) 0 ,C). 'Z.. 
'qarn.sbot to!'" Carr-on, ,..t % 1.51 :2.t:. I '2..G:.<) 
Ash, nt % o.Dl I'),Ol o.oq 
GAS PFOPEPTISS (DRY) 
~ T:'toisture. Ibs/MSCP \ 2.. S , 3.'6. /0-2 
(;ross Peat1ng Value ntu/SCF 9R. -; ,oc.;>, '" 1'2.7.9 
02 vol % C,'S 0.4 o.~ 
CO2 vol % 25'.0 240 Z4.~ 
SPE~'lT SHALE: 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ten C't"' (j.O 00 12.D 
Orqanic Carbon, ,,,t % I. SI l.l." .;: I. il 
-\.1.1 Retort ~10. 1 rur,<; - ric suffi.x; RetC':r.t NGI. --; runs -




U) Retort No. 1 runs no pref1X t runs ­
'RUN'''NUr1I3E.R \~} 533 531 :c :::P'-:io. 
DATE STARTED -:: .:-) / 3-2..1 ~., -:: -;<' - (.~ 
~ENGTH OF RUN, hours 8 /2- 12-
RE'l'ORT TYPE' NUl·1BER p·X 1.7 - I R-:r 
OIL RECOVERY SYSTErl NUMBER .1-1-10 ?/-ID 11-/0 
OPERATING CONDIT'·ONS:-RaN Shale, lbs/(hr) (ft2) ,~, de) 7/0 7210 
Fl.scher Assay, Gal/Ton RS --:: 711)- Z~/. t., zQ,7 
Nom. Sl.ze Range, inches ~j/.- I~:.- -f{; -/ )..7. ~<;. - / .;,~ 
Avg. Part. Diam. , inches to,S'/S ·~.(rqO /'. "/ I [) 
_Al.r, SCF/Ton RS SeO(.~ .::::- Z If ~ 52:::0 
Tot. Recycle, SCF/Ton RS(wet) \~J le7::?7 ":'103> '1162 
Dl.lution Gas, SCF/Ton RS (""let) - -- -
ProEane, SCF/Ton RS -" -
Brine, Gal/Ton RS .~ - -
Air Temt,. Entering Retort, of &'-:::: &3 00 
Bed Hgt. Above Air Dist. , ft ?o &:,.0 b·O-
OPERATING DATA: 
. Offgas !i;emperature, OF 16-7 ! :~ 0 1'10 
Rec;t:cle Gas Temperature, OF It· t/ Ib3 170 
Spent Shale Temperature, OF I (/'7 2/'0 ? Be'. 
AvIJ.- Retort I,)P, l.n. H20/ft It I,? lj- I ~' ..r'''' I. 1.). '-/.f ',,~} _. 
~P AboVI::l Air Dist. in H207ft /.'1C> /"B /.l.::-
Overall Opere Performance G(10D C~ n(') c G()()D 
PRODUCTS P.ECOVERED: 
Oil Coilected, vol % 
.. 
RSFA 1, c.1 79, 0 7~ t., 
Oil Lost as Mist,_ vol % RSFA ,?6 2. S' 2,tf 
Oil in Spent Shale, vol % RSFA 0.,0 C'. a (!l,O 
Total Oil !1eas. , vol % RSFA 8;;- # .:s t,. s 7f/.. o 
Total l',7ater, lbs/Ton RS "1t:"O G~. ;;> f{ if,/ 
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS 7,/(., S- 1,3MI'/ t"C:;01 
r1ineral CO2 Decomposed, % L1.3.'f ?f){ 1 20, '1 
HATERIAL BALANCES: 
Ash, wt rt; (measured) 97, CJ °7, >' qq, I 
Basl.s for Yl.eldS & Hat'l- Bal. .-:) .5 \) :) S5 
Overall Balance, wt % /CJt!J,(/, /('/. 0 t,.& /,"
Organl.c Carbon Balance, wt % )0/,7 /e!.:", / t..OOIS-
Total Carbon Balance, wt % 11". Z ItJ.1. '" 100,4-
Organic Hydrogen Balance, wt % qq.z- lot/,S q /1/ 
"rater Balance, "1t % /'1-9. 0 /ltf.1 /5'"9. r3 
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS Jdr~) ~ ::;·S ~ :7" ,; /._ (j.. 00"S" 
HEAT BALANCE~ 
Heat of-Combustion, r..fBtu/Ton RS 557/1 t/ 7C". 0 1./-(;,10,0 
Unaccounted Heat, MBtu/Ton RS 1(> c;,.7 Dft,.~ 11/, g 
SHALE OIL PROPERTIES~ 
r;rav:l.t;i, SAPI If,S lZ,c I ::;, t~ 
Ramsbottom Carbon, wt % - z.S'"~ ..../ , :-::r.j 
Ash, \V't % _.. (J,()7- 0.0 4-
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY) : 
MOl.sture, lbS/MSCF. of dry gas 9,7 1. I / (,.0 
Gross Heating Value, Btu/SCF /2. s:- I$"O J</- (;, 
02 vo~ % o ,l! /.0 Otc, 
CO2 vol % Z:;; 2- ? I. ttl 20,S-
SPENT SHALE: 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton S5 (J,C/ ~", 0 0.0 
Orqanic Carbon, wt % /1 qq 2.M· ?~ 62. - Retort No. 2 liB 
Sill, 5':/2-
~:- ;- ,.;), ~'_~; ~ 
r~- / ? 
p-r r::'- r 
!-/-/O r~ -! 0 
720 749 
.10. (" -) O. c: 
,'5'; _ /-'. ?,:: .. ';:;: 
~~, 7(,;., (>,7(''::; 
!:: 20 S"I?" 
I{) ~(71 /~57! 
-. 
-.. 
/. ~ t:,/ 
1.0 (....0 
, 
i;c, I II c-"' ... 
It-, "i I:'.!" 
7'7c ?yC 
/,'13 /, s- C> 
Ida ).7.1 
GooD G (';(' 0 
72.0 go. B 
/,e; /. !.f 
/,1./ (,\,0 
f!J .::> 8 2.2.-
('/' ::. U7,S-
c;,873 {.. (;,00 
?o.9 23,8 
'J 0' • <--" CJA.3 
5$ ,~~ 
1.c(. q qCi, Z. 
qq. f, /00,0 
qq, S /O~. 0 
92·7 9. 1.1 tJ:. 
I:J j, 6 gZ.o 
L/ '8 0 7 '1.1/82 
407.1 1f7o.2. 
Jp I. (;, 8 z.,j 
1'1.0 Ie,. 2. 
z,7</- ? J l! '7 
o .oz. ~:. C -l, ... 
7. c"' l" :> fc,·1 
IS'] Ir-r 
0,(;' o,i'Cl 







(2)Measure Recycle + Dilution Gas Rate riinus ~ Gas Loss 
.t;t-/3-(.e, S" /.'~!1 
~ , - .. 
RUN NU7WER \.I.J -, -'.' ' ,L" :;-d~t 5/"/ :~) I ~LJr:' " 
DATE STARTED ~-')" -~~:::- ~'"" ?'C\-t"ts. ~-,~ f-{.,~ :.;. -I ~: i./--Z·6S' 
LE~lGTH OF RUN, hours I ~/ . , ?­ 1'2.. /1 Yr.... 1Z­
',RETORT TYPE NUNBER R-' p-s r~- :r ..., - ~\-~; ~, '''", -..J ­
OIL RECOVERY SYSTEH NUMBER ,·,'-/0 /-'1-10 /~ .... !t" 1)- I!) /'.' -{ " 
OPERATING CONDITIONS:- Share, lbs7 (hr) (ft2) 5'17 S"7ZRaH' /";"""" ;;J !:;"'7 ! 'j-!' ~ ~ , , 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS 4-;~. ~/I 4 ~... q, 0 ?(i, , ;:>'1.'] :: f. (:) 
Nom. Slze Range, inches /1 ~ - ,1 - '.;., , ,. 1-::". ~-:" /-'" ;/'J - !.-! "'-',{; -I; 
Avg. Part. Diam. , inches c. f~ rl ("), <,'i;' C,"?o7 ,-. , '" :) ,;.. CJ. t.,R ~ 
Air, SCF/Ton RS 71 C' 0 /"25'5 ~.. Ll r! a J c:; <.1..",­ I" in 0 C) 
Tot. Recycle, SCF/Ton RS(wet) \~J ~w-" ~'/ "'! ~ q?j..~5 Q ~!/ (I) '1' 0 c:, 7.­ /0 clC"1 
Dilution Gas, SCF/Ton RS (,!;'let) - - - - ­ _. 
Propane, SCF/Ton RS - . - -
Brine, Gal/Ton RS - - - -
A.lr Temn. Enterinq Retort, OF ' 'l! (-,7 '7 {::­ 71 (_ "Z. - _",I 
Bed Hgt. Above Air Oist. , ft a 0 a,D q.() q.o 9.0 
OPERATING DATA: 
Offgas Temperature, OF I:', c­ 11<1 / '- 'Z... / zS Iz9 
Recvcle Gas TefT'\Perature, OF " > z.. !~9 lie! /t:,Q /"'-0
Snent Shale Temperature, OF ~?D ?-'CC Z"o zz.c" Zcc; 
Avg. Retort c::P , In. H20/ft 1,1/-':1, I, /,:, j,09 /. I q /' ;-'r{ 
tJP A'Eove Air Olst. in H207ft -­ - t1.g 1 - !,r,-S Overall Oper. Performance c:::' c c', C) c~ L-" t' !) C-cC'~ GOoD 60 c: ':.) 
PRODUCTS RECOVERED: 
Oil CoIiected, vol % RSFA gP.o 9q,B Q/.3 69.,lt 1o ,L 
Oil Lost as Mist, vol % RSFA 0.4­ cc, 0,7 og ,7 
Oil in Spent Shale, vol % RSFA r, ::­ c....... 1"",(' r, ( 0,0 
Total Oil Heas. , vol % RSFA ~ <? ,if­ oD.4­ f 'C,o 139 ,z. q~ 9 
Total Pater, lbs/Ton RS ':::,c t:, I,e:, '-'U I -:;;',S­ a:'j. 'Z... 
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS ' . , g <Il D .. ~ ~ ';-r .-­ 9°f::'- - '" ~ .... - -'!"":... .::, 
!1ineral CO2 Decomposed, % . ~ ,tf8,j :.J:. ,~ s-/,o &c.~"; :_,,,,'"J 
t-tATERIAL BALANCES: 
Ash, \Olt % (measured) c; e, I qq. 5'" C; a.2.. c:? 7. Cj qq, Z. 
Bas.ls for Yields & ::tat • 1. Bal. ;;'J 2 ~-, r " ~~ c ' - " -­
Overall Balance, ",t % ;:I' ,r;­ 01.::::; lCI,,- LeI. , Itl().O-. ~.~-.
Organl.c Carbon Balance, wt % ..._-1_ 1C'~.q JCI.j.., ( Ie?,. q 
Total Carbon Balance, wt % ,; ;".,:; 'e 2. ) ~, ,7~,... , 107"S"' /oZ,.q 
Organ.lc Hydrogen Balance, N't % JC'I. 0 Q7.7 9f.,.. t;, 101./ 103.1 
"rater Balance, 'Ht % /I 'l. tJ. 11 r:. t./­ z. !. 5'". k:> j,c:;o.7 J23,'/­
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (dry) &,47:;;­ (P18L­ t...£fIZ­ 7012. r.-C; 2 Z. 
HEAT BALANCE: 
Heat of Combustion, NBtu/Ton RS 1.,-(".4­ S~1...8 £'/.;'_c.1 , b Slde.S ~q;,? 
Unaccounted Heat, HBtu/Ton RS q 2.. s- G,~. I I I 3, I Ci I,. 8: tc~,t.J. 
SHALE OIL PROPERTIES' 
Gravity, QAPI f D. / '0 " :q,S I CJ, r; -. '" -T .... ' 1.-, Ramsbottom Carbon, wt % '?, I ~ 2,3/ 7 -" z.C.f.o • C< 7 ~ ~ /1 f.,.J 
Ash, ,,,t % t!:, c 7 0·02,.. C,D/ c.c,' C, C I 
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY) : 
r-lol.sture, lbS/!1SCF of dry gas t. . { rr , ­ 7.2 1.2 t/,oI -
Gross Heating "alue, Btu/SCF O:,"! r -I ' .,..., 107,/ I Z C. II I z5", i/­ ;e5'·9 
02 'To1 % eJ I ":) 0,4­ 0·3 O.L c·3 
CO2 vol % /'6 0 ? :r. P .....,,' cJ"'" zz .1 2(."S 
SPENT SHALE: 
Fl.scher Assay, Gal/Ton SS 0·0 c,o ..... "" '- ! ' ­ c·o C),o . Orqanic Carbon, wt % I, 2. r 1.7 /1­ ~.. I:: /, ct.l­ 1':'2­- up\l,JRetort No. ~ runs - no pref.lx; Retort No. 2 runs pretl.x. 
(2)Measure 	Recycle '+ Dilution Gas Rate ninus ",Tet Gas Loss , OSRe-lli?&v/$S/) SP,EVT :5H/}L£ )f-N'It':'ljSI$ f /.,P, eALC, 
'1-- I ~ - t. S" ft-/ 
• . - c . _'J ., 
rg~~Ei·iiimER (11 I. •• ..,.. ! - ---..::.'.' ~ ,J> '; :' , ­ " :7 I ,. STARTED 4- tl (.::- .:::­ .::./.-5"' 
LE~rGTH OF RUN, hours 12­ 9. 6 
~nE'7:0RT TYPE NDrIBER P' -..,­ ?-x ;:;' r ~ -OIL RECOVERY SYSTErJ NUt·mER f' - II f~-I ; t· - " 
OPERATING CONDITlm~s : ::::.. ~ ~ 
Ra l ., Shale, lbs/ (hr) (ft2) -==­ ~0'; /~ J"'..::/ ./1;:.~ , . 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton RS ~'l"" P -.. :~ f - -;. -/' -, 
Nom. Size Range, inches , -, "/ /.:..-::,,:.J - 7:. ;; VL/-i~_
Avg. Part. Diam. , inches ~ ("I, ~'" 3(1 :" /1 (I t> ,~~7.5_~ 
Air, SCF/Ton RS ~- ~t/ \;"(, /" :t ;: SqCi("l 
Tot. Recycle, SCF/Ton RS (",et) \"J (" /I?: '_ i 10 ~-2, /1 '?/7
Dilution Gas, SCF/Ton P.S (t'/et) ~ - -­ -Propane, SCF/Ton RS ,'­ - ~ _. 
Brine, Gal/Ton RS - -
AJ.r Ter.,o. Enterina Retort, of "­ ..--0 ~" r~ 
Bed Hqt. 1>.bove AJ.r Dist., ft I) 9.c ::> :; C -
r::­
OPERATI!!G DATA: 
Offgas TeJ":1perature, of ~ '\ 122 ~;Y 14- 2. "­
Rec¥cle Gas Temperature, of --t 't/- F } (~r_ r/ / ~::: ,'J 
Soent Shale Temperature, of If\ ') I t/ /?y., f to t; 
Av'l.' Retort L..;p, J.n. H20/ft tJ /.71­ 1,71 / "S: 
~P Above Air Dist. in H20/ft '" I, 'fry ".. 01 /,t.::::?"­
Overall Opere Performance C""("'('~ ~./ !SeeD :.:. ,- .- :. 
':, 
PRODUCTS RECOVERED: '-. 
Oil Co!lected, 
':"~'I 
.0, ! Ivol % RSFA " (. (/, I' 9:-,(., 
Oil Lost as l"list, vol % RSFA <:;. 0,," ,'7 0.9 
Oil in Spent Shale, vol % RSFA . r- r r""'. ,,,,:" c.o.-", -­
Total Oil l1eas., vol % RSFA , 8[;.7 $L18 87.5"'h 
Total Pater, lbs/Ton RS r, '''i; 3 ("" 'J, '7 ICI, I 
Calc. Dry Vent Gas, SCF/Ton RS \ . 7'2{1 I 72t:,o 7i.t7b 
Uineral CO2 Decomposed, % '13,5" '-1-5,8 1./0. CI 
MATERIAL BALANCES: ~'1 
Ash, wt % (measured) 'f. IcC), z. I CD, 3 qa,D 
BasJ.s for Yields & Iiat'l. Bal. "t"'. c, <" C C ..­-' ~ .J ~ ~..> 
Overall Balance, ",t % ' -- 0<,.4" ! (JO.W .I .:'? I OrganJ.c Carbon Balance, wt % v q P, a qq.7 I!"'!' 'Z~. 
Total Carbon Balance, "It % .~ a r...:: 9CJ,/ ! ::;1, ~ 
Organic Hydrogen Balance, "yt % - qr; 3 Cf<j,3 ((7,2 
Nater Balance, Ht % /4·Q, q 15f.l IqZ. I 
Gas Loss, SCF/Ton RS (dry) ,I)S5"tf. .--:-$03 S"91.J...j, 
HEAT BALANCE: 
Heat of Combustion, ~'1Btu/Ton RS 1j~1./,f.,. L/-S;:.t.. ...~-6'?,LI . 
Unaccountea Heat, HBtu/Ton RS 1.~·0 Lfl/,/ 7'-1,4 
SHALE OIL PROPERTIES~ 
Gravity, °AP! ,;:: (:,7,. 19,1 2 0 ,0 
Ramsbottom Carbon, wt % I CiS­ /,9:.1 2.06 
Ash, \'V't % D,O I c. C ~'- C'.tOJ 
GAS PROPERTIES (DRY) : 
r1oJ.sture, IbS/I1SCF of drv gas 3·5 71 /}. Z. 
Gross Heating value, Btu/SCF /cZt~ II ,c, I ., c 
02 vol % C<J.. c,d c·o 
CO2 vol % /'7.0 _/ <:"' /. '-'.,­ '­ ~&,</-
SPENT SHALE: 
Fischer Assay, Gal/Ton SS CC ~,C CIC 
Organic Carbon, wt % 1,7,-:;' ~'Icq '? I 7 - Retort No. 2 - HE prefix.(lJRetort No. 1 runs no prefl.Xi 	 runs 
(2)Measure 	Recycle + Dilution Gas Rate Uinus ~ Gas Loss 
, oSRe-ll 






1< {.. ,' 




Mr. J. H. Smith 
Process Engineering 
Continental Oil Company 
Ponca City, Oklahoma 
Dear Mr. Smith: 
ANVIL POINTS OIL SHALE PROJECT 
MONTHLY PROGRESS MEMORANDUM 
(Covering April 10 to May 15, 1965) 
Herewith are two copies of the subject report for your distribution. 
Yours truly, 




cc: W. L. Jensen 
